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AN UNCERTAIN YEAR
WITH A SILVER LINING
One of the biggest challenges for WRO in
the past year has been uncertainty. How
long will the pandemic last? What impact
will it have on WRO? And terrible thoughts
about whether our community would be
torn apart because of it. But if there’s one
thing 2021 has proven, it is that we have
a strong community. We saw that in the
support for the online International Final.
Despite uncertainty, a surprising number of
countries managed to hold events at a level
to qualify participants for the International
Final. So while the the number of teams this
year as expected was lower we were very
happy to welcome participants from 65
countries to the online international final in
November.
The International Final was online for the first
time, and my biggest experience was seeing
our volunteers in action. It is heartwarming
to see the difference they make to the young
participants. Their efforts were particularly
evident when 64 judges from around the
world appeared on screen: consider all the

work that has gone into preparing them, all
the time they put in themselves, and what it
took to make that moment happen, to bring
so many people and nationalities together
at the same time.
In my opinion the event was perfectly

executed and we have received strong
feedback. In a subsequent survey, National
Organizers, volunteers and participants
gave the International Final an 8.9 rating out
of 10! Asked if they would recommend WRO
to others, the score was 9.4.

and regionally, we would not have had
WRO2021. They deserve a lot of credit.
I also want to thank our staff in the WRO
Association for the big task of creating a
whole new International Final format and
being able to see what was required.

The work our
National Organizers
put into the 2021
season has been
paramount. Without
them to organise
events locally and
nationally, we
would not have had
WRO2021.”

Another positive thing in 2021 has been
that we had time to work on new branding
and launched a revised and updated WRO
programme. With this we start 2022 with
lots of new energy, a new look and with an
increased membership base as many new
countries are eager to get started on the
back of the pandemic!

Thank you to our partners, National
Organizers, volunteers, and the
participants. We wish to see many more of
you in 2022.

Claus Ditlev Christensen,
Secretary General, WRO Association.

We have learned a lot, which we can use to
create more awareness about WRO going
forward. Where the International Final has
been a somewhat closed party in the past,
we can now invite the whole world to see
the games.

Claus Ditlev Christensen, Secretary General

The work our National Organizers put into
the 2021 season has been paramount.
Without them to organise events locally
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#WRO2021

SEE RESULTS
FROM THE
INTERNATIONAL
FINAL ON
WRO2021.ORG

Due to covid-19 related restrictions in member countries, the International Final 2021 went
online, participants took part remotely, while we hosted the event from the temporary
headquarters in DASA, Dortmund. Visit or revisit the event by watching the recap.
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CREATING AN EVENT FIT
FOR A GLOBAL AUDIENCE

In the light of the continuing
pandemic, WRO Association
hosted its International Final in
November 2021. The Dortmund
venue was perfect, but the
preparations were different
compared to earlier years: As the
event took place online, we were
effectively preparing a TV-show,

a moderated livestream for the
WRO community, complete with
videos of robot runs and online
interviews via Zoom. And since
the community is world-wide
and in different time zones, the
event schedule was an exciting
undertaking.

A GLOBAL STAGE
A great deal of consideration went
into the fact that this was our first
online event, and an opportunity
to take advantage of multi-media
content. But it was also a platform
where all the good and the less
good that the event had to offer
would be played out in front of a

global audience.
It was fantastic watching the
work of the participants as their
competition entries streamed in
from across the world. The energy
and momentum was maintained
across the course of the four days,
which is challenging when you are
playing to the camera
rather than a live
audience.
MERITS OF
AN ONLINE
EVENT
All involved
would have
preferred to
be running a live
event and meeting the
competitions and volunteers
in person. However, an
online event has its merits.
Any one from anywhere who
wished to watch could do so,
as it happened or at a time that
suited them. We could also
accept entries from participants,
who could perform at the
required standard. There were no
restrictions caused by the cost or
logistics of travel.
What really stood out was the way
an international judging team,

made up
of volunteers scattered
across many countries,
connecting by Zoom
or Discord managed to
plough through many,
many hours of robot run
footage and, from
that agree on a
commendable
set of winners.
USEFUL
TECHNOLOGY
Next year’s live
event will also be in Dortmund.
An online event is not the same as
a live event but some of what we
delivered in 2021 will be used to
enhance the 2022 experience.
Based on what we have seen in
2021, we have every expectation
that 2022’s final will be absolutely
amazing.
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THE FUTURE WRO IS HERE

WRO 2.0 is here:
World Robot Olympiad
has launched a big game
update that will help
inspire and prepare
young people to be
digital pioneers and
innovators.
If you have followed WRO for a
while, you know this is a historic
moment! We have launched
the biggest update of the WRO
competition programme ever. It

ROBO
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WORLD ROBOT
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WORLD ROBOT
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was time, and the pandemic gave
us the time we needed to make
it happen. We have reworked,
reinvented and redesigned,
and now we proudly present
updated games, categories and a
brand new design. If you haven’t
visited our website for a while,
you are in for a treat. It has been
redesigned, and it is the first place
you will experience WRO 2.0.
The structure is different, and you
will find new features, such as a
practical world-map, where it’s
easy to find member countries and
National Organizers.

WRO 2.0 DEEP DIVE
For those of you curious enough
to dive in deeper, we have asked
Claus Ditlev Christensen, our
Secretary General, three questions
to shed more light on WRO 2.0:
Why WRO 2.0 now?
Since our beginning in 2004 we’ve
made small adjustments to the
competition concept when needed,
so we felt it was time for a thorough
reworking. WRO 2.0 is a relaunch
of our competition programme,
that will be a solid foundation for
us in the coming years.

What are the key changes?
We’ve divided our four categories
into two types of competitions:
The Robo games, which are more
traditional table games where our
longstanding Premium Partner
LEGO plays a big part. And the
Future games, where participants
decide which technology and
platform to use.
An example: We have defined the
former Open category more clearly
as Future Innovators with elements
of entrepreneurship, because
participants will learn 21st Century
skills to become just that – future

innovators. They will need these
skills to solve problems that we
don’t even know are problems yet.
What does WRO 2.0 mean for
potential new partners?
We are talking to new partners,
who are very interested in
developing the workforce of the
future with us. It’s the companies
who understand the value of
bringing STEM education to youths
now, who will be able to attract
valuable employees such as WRO
alumni in the years to come.
Read about partnering with WRO.
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RED HAT INC: NEW PARTNER
FOR STEM SKILLS
WRO wants
to create
opportunities
where none
exist today, an
aspiration that
Red Hat also
subscribes to.”

The world’s leading
provider of enterprise
open source solutions is
our new collaborator.

After having been involved in
growing a WRO robotics program
in South Africa in 2019, Mark
Hosking, Head of Emerging
Technology Sales at Red Hat
Inc., witnessed WRO’s impact
on the lives of kids first hand. He
also saw a cultural fit between
Red Hat’s commitment to open
principles and communities and
WRO’s drive to create an inclusive
and open technology world for
students. What Mark recognized
has become a formalized global
collaboration between Red Hat
and WRO. It started with Red Hat’s
sponsorship of the 2021 final,
but it doesn’t end there. Mark
Hosking says:

Mark Hosking, Head of Emerging
Technology Sales, Red Hat.

“WRO wants to create
opportunities where none exist
today, which is an aspiration
that Red Hat also subscribes to.
Encouraging WRO participants to
embrace open principles in how
they create, build and share their

robots helps foster an emerging
global community that builds on
the tenets of open source.”
LOCAL PRESENCE AND OPEN
SOURCE METHODOLOGIES
Red Hat employs over 19.000

people around the world and
there is a passion within the
organisation to give back. This
encompasses volunteering locally
at WRO’s robotics competitions
as well as integrating beneficial
open source methodologies,
curriculums, kits, and practices
from Red Hat initiatives such
as Co.Lab, a STEM learning
experience that introduces
young students to the power of

collaboration, community, and
open source,which the WRO
platform is perfect for. WRO’s
Secretary General Claus Ditlev
Christensen says:
“WRO is a proven and tested
platform with close to 90
countries, reaching over 90,000
students annually. It makes perfect
sense to leverage some of Red
Hat’s open source methodologies
through the WRO programs and in
our community.”
SHARE IT BACK
The collaboration between
Red Hat and WRO is aimed at
furthering the mission of both
organisations as both seek to
empower and inspire the next
generation of innovators and
leaders. One way to achieve
this is by creating community
contributors: if WRO students take
what they learn and share it back
in their community, that will help
the world at large.
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WHAT YOU CAN EXPECT FROM WRO
IN THE NEXT 1-2 YEARS

MARKUS FLEIGE

GARETH JAMES

KAREN BEBELAAR

CLAUS CHRISTENSEN

Project Manager

Strategic Partnerships
Manager

Program Manager

Secretary General

“In 2021 we launched WRO 2.0 – an
updated WRO branding and competition
concept and we are looking forward
to seeing this implemented. We have
exciting new focus area like Innovation &
Entrepreneurship in our Future Innovators
category, and a robot game around selfdriving vehicles in our Future Engineers
category. In addition, many new countries
came on board over the last three years.
With that, we foresee WRO competitions
taking place in more than 90 countries
soon, supported by exciting places for our
International Finals and WRO Friendship
Invitationals around the world.”

“I expect the new Future categories to be
a platform that really allows participants to
demonstrate their innovation and talents.
When the WRO STEM Academy receives
the required support, I see this making
a tremendous difference in the STEM
learning experiences of many young
people - being accessible to all, linking
to real industrial and global challenges
and reinforcing learning from the robot
competitions.
Having clearly determined WRO’s values,
there will be a range of projects to
increase accessibility and to open up the
programmes to a more diverse audience.”

“In the coming years our WRO family will
expand with many new countries. In many
of those only a few students have had the
chance to work with robotics yet. This
means that the WRO competition will have
a big impact. Our goal is to offer more
guidance for these countries. We have
updated our competitions and we are
confident that we now offer an even better
program to bring robotics and STEM to
young people. We will also work with our
community to organize more Friendship
Invitationals, to give more students
the opportunity to meet other robotics
enthusiast from all over the world.”

“In two years we have expanded our
competition network, while the STEM
Academy’s activities will add value and
complement our competitions. Teachers
can familiarize themselves with bringing
children through STEM courses, and in
the spirit of open source, our community
contribute to developing and expanding
the WRO STEM Academy.
WRO learning is still hands on, projectbased and live. With us, children from all
over the world meet through their passion.
We reach and empower more youths than
ever before to make informed decisions
about their future careers.“
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HOW WRO WORKS:
FROM BASIC CODING TO
ADVANCED CHALLENGES
From small teams to cross-cultural
friendships, we believe our approach
to teaching robotics through
competitions has the most impact.

are set by WRO’s team of expert advisors
and find a balance between challenging
the participants and keeping things open,
interesting and fun.

World Robot Olympiad’s competitions span
four categories:
• RoboMission
• RoboSports
• Future Innovators
• Future Engineers

NEW FRIENDS ACROSS BORDERS
WRO participants compete at the local and
national level for the right to compete in the
international final. Past finals have been held

all over the world, from Costa Rica to China.
World Robot Olympiad provides plenty
of opportunities for cultural exchange at
friendship tournaments and the international
final. WRO friends often stay in touch after
competitions to share ideas and feedback.
FUN FACILITATES LEARNING
While playing games and making friends,
our participants learn invaluable skills.
Robotics uniquely brings together physics,
math, engineering, coding, electronics,
project management, and 21st century skills
in a dynamic, fun activity. Making it fun and
practical facilitates learning, encourages
innovation, and gives kids a sense of their
ability to make a difference.

THE FOUR CATEGORIES AT A GLANCE:

•

Students design, construct and
program an autonomous robot that
can solve specific challenges on a
field. All parts of the robot, must
be from LEGO®.

•

•

65 hours before a regional event
– and many more for national and
international events.

FUTURE INNOVATORS
Students create their own robotics
solution and project relating to the
season theme. No restrictions on
materials. Teams present on the
competition day, and are graded
on the robot solution, innovation
and entrepreneurship.

•

Our participants code for roughly

ROBOSPORTS
Two teams each have two
autonomous robots playing a
sports game. The robot must be
built from LEGO® materials, plus
a camera of choice. The game
changes every 3-4 years.

These are open to students aged 6-19 years.
Each team is made up of 2-3 members who
work together to solve exciting challenges.
Each season the challenges and theme
are created with the host country of the
international final. Rules for other events

DID YOU KNOW

ROBOMISSION

FUTURE ENGINEERS
Teaching older students an
engineering workflow, currently
autonomous driving. Teams can
use any robot, controller and
materials in line with regulations.
The game changes every 3-4 years.
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WRO2022 - MORE THAN A THREE DAY FINAL
The international final
2022 is hosted by a
strong organization, will
be organized under the
patronage of EU Commision
President Ursula von der
Leyen, and takes place in
Dortmund, the European
Capital of Innovation.
WRO Germany has been
coordinated by the nonprofit organization TECHNIK
BEGEISTERT since 2012. The
competition has expanded from
32 teams to over 760 teams in
2019. 2022 will be the first year
after the pandemic where we
can meet in person again at the
International Final in Dortmund!
“It is not just about the threeday event for us. It is also about
growing WRO in Germany,”
says Markus Fleige, Chairman of
TECHNIK BEGEISTERT.
YEARS IN THE MAKING
TECHNIK BEGEISTERT were
supposed to host in 2021, but the
pandemic resulted in the physical

local tournament partners. I call
the concept non-profit franchise.
It’s a good model of scaling when
you have limited resources.”
The non-profit franchise concept is
not only a good model of scaling.
It’s also a clever approach in a
country with 16 federal states,
where schools are organized in
slightly different ways. It would
take a lot of time for TECHNIK
BEGEISTERT to get things done,
but the local partner knows how
the system works in their region.

event being postponed to 2022.
But the first talks about hosting
started in 2016: They wanted an
early start, as they needed support
from partners to go forward with
their plan. These partners now
count the city of Dortmund, the
Ministry for Economic Affairs,
Innovation, Digitalization and
Energy for the state of NorthRhine Westphalia and many more.
Plus the non-profit’s long term
partner IBM. Matthias Dietel, IBM
Germany, says:

“The international final is the
flagship event where the WRO
community demonstrates how
STEM education can be made
attractive and effective for children
and young people. We are proud
to be part of this story.”
INSPIRING TECHNICS
TECHNIK BEGEISTERT was
founded in 2011. The people
behind it wanted to share their
own enthusiasm for robotics
competitions with youths.

Currently they have 60 members,
40 partners and 500 volunteers
throughout Germany. Organizing
WRO and the national final is their
biggest project, but they also help
schools set up robotics clubs, and
organize workshops and training
courses for teachers. All regional
partners are connected to STEM
education. Markus Fleige says:
“We now have 40 regional
competitions all organized by

THEME: MY ROBOT MY FRIEND
The challenges of the season
are connected to the ways that
robots can be a part of our
lives in a helpful and safe way.
Different countries have different
uses for robots, ranging from a
robot vacuum cleaner to more
serious issues, but the German
National Organizer hopes that
WRO participants everywhere will
open their eyes to the potential of
robots in our daily lives.
Read more about the 2022 season.
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HOW WRO IS ORGANIZED
Our mission is to bring young people
all over the world together to develop
their creativity and problem solving
skills. WRO has done this since 2004 –
through challenging and educational
robot competitions and activities.
The roots of WRO lie in Southeast Asia, but
today we are global, with 100,000 young
people in 85+ countries taking part in
events ranging from simple competitions
for the youngest through to sophisticated
business challenges in Open category.
These events represent a world of creativity
and innovation. Behind it all, including the
annual International Final, is a big network
of staff and volunteers.
THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS
The senior people in WRO, the board makes
all financial decisions and decides what
strategy the organization should follow.
The members of the Board of Directors are:
Mr Lars Vahl (Chairman)
Mr. Claus Ditlev Christensen
(Secretary General)
Mr. Eugene Zhang
Mr. Johnson Jan
Mr. Yasuhide Kobayashi
Mr. Clarence Sirisena
Mr. Jonathan Hung

National Organizers
National Organizers run WRO at country
level and are responsible for all WROrelated robot adventure. They decide
which competitions will run in each country
and are a vital source of information and
feedback. Without them, WRO would not
exist.
THE ADVISORY COUNCIL
The role of the Advisory Council (AC), is
to decide what robot-related activities the
National Organizers will be able to offer.
They also decide where international finals
will be held and have separate panels
reporting about future developments.
The Advisory Council consists of
experienced academics and National
Organizers from WRO member countries.

Their expertise keeps WRO informed about
new technology and they ensure that the
competition challenges are interesting, fun
and relate to real world problems.
Our chairman is Mr. Brent Hutcheson from
South Africa. He is assisted by:
Dr. Feng-Kuang Chiang, China
Mr. Johnson Jan, Chinese Taipei
Dr. Kai-Tai Song, Chinese Taipei
Ms. Alejandra Sanchez, Costa Rica
Mr. Kerry Bailey, Australia
Ms. Nualwon Oil Cha-ume, Thailand
Mr. Dominic Bruneau, Canada
Mr. Claus Ditlev Christensen, Denmark
Ms. Birthe Ritter, Denmark
Mr. Zoltan Szögi, Hungary
Mr. Marcelo Ang, Singapore

Mr. Carles Soler, Spain
STAFF
WRO maintains a small team of permanent
staff who keep the organization running
smoothly. They work with volunteers to
make sure WRO succeeds in member
countries, and they help with administration
during the International Final.
They are:
Secretary General,
Mr. Claus Ditlev Christensen
Program Manager, Ms. Karen Bebelaar
Project Manager, Mr. Markus Fleige
Strategic Partnerships Manager,
Mr. Gareth James
Finance Manager, Ms. Leefin Cham.
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PREMIUM PARTNER: LEGO EDUCATION
We want to
fulfill our mission
to enable every
students to succeed
through hands-on
STEM learning, and
partnering with
WRO can help us
achieve that.”
Camilla Bottke,
Head of After School & Competition

LEGO® Education offers handson, cross-curricular STEAM
solutions for early learning,
primary and secondary education,
competitions, and after-school
programs.
To learn more visit the
LEGO Education website.

LEGO had an ‘aweSTEM’ time at the World Robot Olympiad
International Final and were proud to award the LEGO Education
Creativity Award 2021 to team “Deer Japan Memories” from Japan. The
team’s out-of-the-box thinking explored how the droppings of the large
herd of deer in the local park could be collected and used to generate
biomass energy for their city. And, the “dropping detection system” they
equipped their robot with was impressive!
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for the help of my fellow judges,
Camilla Bottke, LEGO® Education
and Crystal Jones, NASA – their
perspectives and experience was
invaluable in selecting the most
deserving winners.
What is the plan going forward?
We will watch with interest to
see how our prize money is used
to continue driving increased
female recruitment at the national
competitions, naturally leading
to more female participants in the
International Finals.

WRO Switzerland was one of the
winners of the Girls in STEM Award,
for their initiative have coaches
on-board more all-girls teams.

PREMIUM PARTNER:
JUNIPER NETWORKS
Why are you a WRO partner?
We became involved with
WRO back in 2018 because
the organization embodies the
ideals that we hold around STEM
education as a valuable starting
point for life in this digital world.
By working with WRO, Juniper
is able to talk to the emerging
generation of coders and
engineers – which is inspiring for

us, and I hope rewarding for them,
too.
How did it go with your
Girls in STEM Award?
It went really well. Our intention
was to create a competition that
would make a meaningful and
lasting difference for teams in the
future. Focusing on increasing
the number of female participants

was an easy decision, as it was a
challenge that we talked about
with WRO from the start of our
relationship. The response
from National Organizers was
outstanding, with detailed,
inspiring entries from multiple
countries. I admit I initially
found choosing winners quite
challenging, given the strength of
each submission. I am very grateful

A mentor-ship program is in the
works – how did it come about?
The decision to create a mentorship program for all the entrants
into our competition was born of
a conversation during the judging
process. The quality of entries was
so high, we were debating how
we might be able to give all of
them a helping hand in the future,
beyond the prize money for the
winners. The judges from LEGO
Education and NASA quickly
agreed to our proposal, because
they were both so inspired by the
stories we heard!
Anything you would like to add?
It’s been such a pleasure to work
with WRO. Juniper’s mission

By working
with WRO, Juniper
is able to talk to
the emerging
generation of
coders and
engineers”
Mike Marcellin, CMO,
Juniper Networks
is to Power Connections and
Empower Change. We have built
so many strong connections with
innovative, passionate participants
from around the world and we
truly believe that this organization,
with our help, is empowering
change in STEM education
that will benefit the world for
generations.

ABOUT JUNIPER
NETWORKS
Engineering Simplicity is the
philosophy of Juniper Networks,
a leader in AI-driven, automated
and secure networks.
Learn more: www.juniper.net.
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HELP FOSTER THE INVENTORS OF TOMORROW
As a WRO partner you get to
change the lives of youth on
a global scale, while showing
the world that your company has both vision and solid
values.

Our four partner levels have been
created to fit different types of
organizations and different levels
of engagement.
CONTINUOUS GROWTH
By partnering with WRO you
become a vital part of our work.
A few examples:

We want to create extraordinary
outcomes through collaboration
with our partners. We want to
cultivate authentic relationships
with companies and organizations
when our goals and values
are aligned. This is the kind of
relationship we have with LEGO®
Education, a premium partner.
Every year LEGO® Education single
out a thought-provoking project
by giving it their Creativity Award.
This year it was the team
“Deer Japan Memories” from
Japan. The team’s out-of-thebox thinking explored how the
droppings of the large herd of
deer in the local park could be
collected and used to generate
biomass energy for their city.
We think that is quite an innovative
idea!

Our four partner levels:
Premium partner

Gold partner

Silver partner

Academic partner

A strategic all
in-partnership
creating value for
both organizations
by working towards
shared goals

Online and offline
activation, including
an opportunity
to exhibit at the
international final

Focused online
presence that lets
your stakeholders
know that you
support kids around
the world

Reach out to a
community of bright
young people
who will be wellprepared for higher
education.

• Partners bring in ideas to help
develop WRO
• Partners can create unique CSR
projects to engage employees
• Partners can combine robotics
with business
• Partners can establish
entrepreneurial competitions
• Partners can establish alumni
networks
• Partners can support growth
projects in Africa, North America
and Europe.
Get in touch if you want to know
more about our partnerships:
info@wro-association.org
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SPECIAL SCHOLARSHIPS FOR WRO ALUMNI
ACADEMIC PARTNERS
Established universities
worldwide acknowledge
that taking part in
competitions like
World Robot Olympiad
prepares students for
higher education.
Universities know first-hand that
WRO participants have valuable
experience in teamwork, creativity
and overcoming setbacks. We are
proud to present our academic
partners 2021, a select group of
universities that offer WRO alumni
the possibility to apply for special
scholarships.

CONTACT US
if you want to know
how you become an
Academic Partner

NYU TANDON SCHOOL OF
ENGINEERING (USA)

ILLINOIS INSTITUTE OF
TECHNOLOGY (USA)

The NYU Tandon School of Engineering
empowers people to use science and
technology as tools to build a better
society. Dedicated to creating solutions
that can tackle tomorrow’s problems
today, NYU Tandon focuses on invention,
innovation, and entrepreneurship.
As a university partner, NYU Tandon
School of Engineering supports the
mission of World Robot Olympiad to
engage young people from around the
world by developing their creativity while
working to solve challenges through
robotic competition.

Illinois Tech is internationally recognized
in distinctive areas of education and
research, using as its platform the global
city of Chicago, driven by a professional
and technology-oriented focus, and based
on a culture of innovation and excellence.
We are a small, private university focused
on technology and innovation and our
mission is to provide distinctive and
relevant education in an environment of
scientific, technological, and professional
knowledge creation and innovation.

NYU Tandon School of Engineering
offers scholarship opportunities to WRO
alumni that are admitted to one of the
undergraduate programs.

Illinois Tech is excited to offer scholarship
opportunities to WRO alumni who are
admitted to our undergraduate programs.
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BECOME A
NATIONAL ORGANIZER
We welcome all countries interested in
joining our global community.
The WRO® program is easy to adapt to your country.
We ask of National Organizers that they are capable of organizing
the national competition independently.
New National Organizers are granted a one-year membership
that can become a membership for multiple years
after a successful first season.
Visit our website for more information.
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WRO PARTNERS IN 2021
Premium partners

Gold partner

Silver partners

World Robot Olympiad Association
10 Anson Road
#10-05 International Plaza
Singapore 079903

info@wro-association.org
Website: wro-association.org
Facebook: WorldRobotOlympiad
Twitter: @WROOfficial
Youtube: youtube.wro-association.org
World Robot Olympiad Association Ltd. is a nonprofit organization. All revenue from sponsorships and
membership fees is invested in support of our mission, which is to promote robotics in STEAM education
worldwide. World Robot OlympiadTM and the WRO® logo are trademarks of the World Robot Olympiad
Association Ltd. ©2022 World Robot Olympiad Association Ltd.
LEGO, the LEGO logo, MINDSTORMS and the MINDSTORMS logo are trademarks of the LEGO Group.
©2022 The LEGO Group.
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